If the fifth dimension is one-dimensional connected manifold, up to diffeomorphic, the only possible space-time will be M 4 × R 1 , M 4 × R 1 /Z 2 , M 4 × S 1 and M 4 × S 1 /Z 2 . And there exist two possibilities on cosmology constant along the fifth dimension: the cosmology constant is constant, and the cosmology constant is sectional constant. We construct the general models with parallel 3-branes and with constant/sectional constant cosmology constant along the fifth dimension on those kinds of the space-time, and point out that for compact fifth dimension, the sum of the brane tensions is zero, for non-compact fifth dimension, the sum of the brane tensions is positive. We assume the observable brane which includes our world should have positive tension, and obtain that the gauge hierarchy problem can be solved in those scenarios. We also discuss some simple models.
Introduction
there is only one connected non-compact one-dimensional manifold: R 1 , there is only one connected non-compact one-dimensional manifold with boundary: H 1 or R 1 /Z 2 ( the equivalence class is y ∼ −y ), there is only one connected compact one-dimensional manifold S 1 , and there is only one connected compact one-dimensional manifold with boundary S 1 /Z 2 or I. Therefore, the space-time we consider are
Furthermore, there are two possibilities for the cosmology constant along the fifth dimension: the cosmology constant is constant, and the cosmology constant is sectional constant.
Before our discussion, we would like to explain our assumption and notation which are similar to those in [18, 19] . We assume that all the gauge forces are unified on each 3-brane if there exist gauge forces. The 5-dimensional GUT scale on i-th 3-brane M5 GU T and the 4-dimenisonal Planck scale M pl are defined as the GUT scale and Planck scale in the 4-dimensional Minkowski Metric (η µν ). In order to avoid the gauge hierarchy problem between the weak scale and the 4-dimensional GUT scale M GU T on the observable brane which includes our world, we assume the low energy unification 2 . The key ansatz is that the 5-dimensional GUT scale on each brane is equal to the 5-dimensional Planck scale. In addition, as we know, an object with negative tension can not be stable, although we might not need to worry about it if the anti-brane is orientable, so, we consider the model with positive tension 3-branes and negative tension 3-branes. Moreover, because the brane with negative brane tension may be an anti-gravity world [16] , we assume that the observable brane which includes our world has positive tension. By the way, there are positive energy objects, namely D-branes and NS-branes, that are well understood and on which the gauge fields and matter fields can be localized so that the Standard Model fields can be placed there.
In this paper, we construct the general models with parallel 3-branes and with the constant/sectional constant cosmology constant along the fifth dimension on space-time M 4 × R 1 , M 4 × R 1 /Z 2 , M 4 × S 1 , and M 4 × S 1 /Z 2 . In general, if the space-time is compact, the sum of the brane tensions is zero, if the space-time is non-compact, the sum of the brane tensions is positive if one requires that the fourdimensional Planck scale is finite. In addition, if the cosmology constant is constant along the fifth dimension, we can define the index of the model: the sum of the brane tensions divided by 6kM 3 X , where k is defined in the following section. If the space-time is M 4 × R 1 , the index is +1, if space-time is M 4 × R 1 /Z 2 , the index is + 1 2 , and if the fifth dimension is compact, the index is 0. Moreover, for any point in
and M 4 × S 1 /Z 2 , which is not belong to any brane and the section where the cosmology constant is zero, there is a neighborhood which is diffeomorphic to ( or a slice of ) AdS 5 space. It seems to us the gauge hierarchy problem can be solved easily in these scenarios. Assume we had l + m + 1 brane with position y −l < y −l+1 < ... < y m−1 < y m , σ(y), which is defined in the following sections, will have minimal value at the brane with positive tension. Without loss of generality, we assume σ(y j ) is minimal. If σ(y i ) − σ(y j ) is not small for all i = j, then, M 2 pl /M 3 X will be proportional to e −2σ(y j ) . And if the observable brane is at y = y io , then, the 4-dimensional GUT scale in our world will be proportional to M pl × e −(σ(y io )−σ(y j )) under some conditions, if σ(y io ) − σ(y j ) = 34.5 and 30, we will push the four-dimensional GUT scale in our world to the TeV and 10 5 GeV range, respectively. The 4-dimensional GUT scale on j − th brane is the highest, but, it does not mean the j −th brane has larger brane tension. Furthermore, if σ(y j ) > 0 and the j − th brane is the observable brane, we can also solve the gauge hierarchy problem, but, the 5-dimensional Planck scale will be very large. In short, the 5-dimensional GUT scale on each brane can be indentified as the 5-dimensional Planck scale, but, the 4-dimensional Planck scale is generated from the low 4-dimensional GUT scale exponentially in our world.
We also give some simple models to show how to solve the gauge hierarchy problem.
This paper is organized as this way, in section 2, we discuss the general models with constant cosmology constant along the fifth dimension on the space-time
In section 3, we discuss the general models with sectional constant cosmology constant along the fifth dimension on the space-time
The conclusion is given in section 4.
General Models with Constant Cosmology Constant along the Fifth Dimension
In this section, we would like to consider the cosmology constant is constant along the fifth dimension. The models on the space-time
and M 4 × S 1 /Z 2 will be discussed in the subsections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, respectively. By the way, generally speaking, for any point in
and M 4 × S 1 /Z 2 , which is not belong to any brane, there is a neighborhood which is diffeomorphic to ( or a slice of ) AdS 5 space. And k > 0 has been assumed in this section where k is defined in the following subsections.
Models on the Space-Time
In this subsection, we would like to consider the fifth dimension is R 1 . Assume we have m parallel 3-branes, and their fifth coordinates are: −∞ < y 1 < ... < y m−1 < y m < +∞. The 5-dimensional metric in these branes are:
where G AB is the five-dimensional metric, and A, B = µ, y 3 . The classical Lagrangian is given by:
For m is even, assuming that m = 2n where n ≥ 1, we also obtain two solutions C and D:
And one can easily obtain the cosmology constant:
For solutions A and C, the bane tensions are:
and for solutions B and D, the brane tensions are:
For the models with constant cosmology constant along the fifth dimension, we can define the index: the sum of brane tensions divided by 6kM 3 X . Therefore, solution A has index +1, solution B has index −1, the solution C and D have index 0. If one required that the 4-dimensional Planck scale is finite, only solution A is reasonable. Therefore, we obtain the five-dimensional metric:
And the corresponding four-dimensional Planck scale is:
In addition, the four-dimensional GUT scale on i-th brane M
GU T is related to the five-dimensional GUT scale on i-th brane M5
Our general assumption is that M5
GU T ≡ M X , for i = 1, ..., 2n + 1. These models can be generalized to the models with Z 2 symmetry: one just requires that, y n+1 = 0, y i = −y 2n+2−i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Now, we would like to give two simple models.
(I) Three brane model: the branes' positions are y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , respectively, and the values of the brane tensions divided by 6M 3 X are: k, −k, k, respectively. Therefore, we obtain:
Without loss of generality, we assume y 2 − y 1 < y 3 − y 2 . The four-dimensional Planck scale is
If the brane with position y 1 is the observable brane which includes our world, we can solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Assuming that e −2(σ(y 1 )−σ(y 3 )) << 1, and
So, we can push the GUT scale in our world to TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range if k(y 3 + y 1 − 2y 2 ) = 34.5 and 30, respectively. And the value of σ(y 3 ) = k(y 2 − y 1 ) + c determines the relation between M pl and M X .
If the brane with position y 3 is the observable brane which includes our world, we can solve the gauge hierarchy problem, too. Assuming that M pl = k and e −2(σ(y 1 )−σ(y 3 )) << 1, we obtain:
with k(y 2 − y 1 ) + c = 103.5 and 90, we can have the GUT scale in our world at TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale, respectively. Obviously, in this case, because of the exponential factor, the five dimensional Planck scale is very high, 10
48 GeV and 10
44
GeV, respectively. (II) Five brane model with Z 2 symmetry: the branes' positions are: y 1 = −y 5 , y 2 = −y 4 , y 3 = 0, y 4 , y 5 , respectively, and the values of the brane tensions divided by 6M 3 X are: k, −k, k, −k, k, respectively. Therefore, we obtain:
Without loss of generality, we assume that, y 5 > 2y 4 . The four-dimensional Planck scale is:
If the brane with position y 3 is the observable brane, the gauge hierarchy problem can be solved. Assuming that e −2k(y 5 −2y 4 ) << 1, and M X = k, we obtain:
So, the GUT scale in our world will be pushed to TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range if k(y 5 − 2y 4 ) = 34.5 and 30, respectively. And the value of ky 5 + c determines the relation between M pl and M X .
If the brane with position y 1 is the observable brane, one can also solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Assuming that M pl = k and e −2k(y 5 −2y 4 ) << 1, one obtains:
with ky 5 + c = 103.5 and 90, one obtains that the GUT scale in our world is at TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale, respectively. The five-dimensional Planck scale is 10 48 GeV and 10
44 GeV, respectively.
Models on the Space-Time
Now, we consider the models on the space-time
The models with Z 2 symmetry in the subsection 2.1 can be generalized to the models in which the fifth dimension is R 1 /Z 2 . If the models in last subsection has Z 2 symmetry, we just introduce the equivalence classes: y ∼ −y and i − th brane ∼ (2n + 2 − i) − th brane. After moduling the equivalence classes, we obtain the models on
The trick point is the tension of the brane at origin. We would like to explain the technical detail as this way: the brane at origin which is (n + 1)-th brane with tension (−1) n 6kM 3 X , we split it into two branes with equal tension (−1) n 3kM 3 X , and with the positions y = −ǫ and y = +ǫ, respectively. In the limit, ǫ → 0, we obtain the original case. Therefore,
dy is zero at y = 0. And after moduling the equivalence classes, we obtain the brane tension V n+1 is half of the original value, i. e., V n+1 = (−1) n 3kM 3 X . In general, using this method, we obtain
dy is zero at boundary. By the way, the index of this kind of the models is
For n is odd, we obtain:
and for n is even, we obtain:
where
Because c ′ is just a constant, we will write it as c in the following part. Similar convention will be used in the following subsections.
For the simplicity, we just renumber above subscript i where i = n+1, ..., 2n+1 as i − (n + 1). So, we have n + 1 parallel 3-branes, with position y 0 = 0 < y 1 < ... < y n−1 < y n < +∞. Then, σ(y) can be written as:
One can easily obtain the cosmology constant
and the bane tensions are:
(i)
Now, we discuss the example. Because the model with three branes is equivalent to the model with five 3-branes and Z 2 symmetry in the subsection 2.1, we donot rediscuss it here. We discuss the model with four 3-branes: the branes' positions are y 0 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , respectively, and the values of the brane tensions divided by 6M k, k, −k, k, respectively. Therefore, we obtain:
Without loss of generality, we assume y 2 − y 1 > y 3 − y 2 . The four-dimensional Planck scale is
If the brane with position y 3 is the observable brane, we can solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Assuming that e −2k(2y 2 −y 1 −y 3 ) << 1 and M X = k, we obtain:
So, we can push the GUT scale in our world to TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range if k(2y 2 − y 1 − y 3 ) = 34.5 and 30, respectively. And the value of σ(y 1 ) = k(y 3 − y 2 ) + c determines the relation between M pl and M X .
If the brane with position y 1 is the observable brane, we can solve the gauge hierarchy problem, too. Assuming that M pl = k and e −2k(2y 2 −y 1 −y 3 ) << 1, we obtain:
with k(y 3 − y 2 ) + c = 103.5 and 90, we can have the GUT scale in our world at TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale, respectively. The five dimensional Planck scale is 10 48 GeV and 10
Models on the Space-Time
In this subsection, we consider the models on the space-time M 4 × S 1 . Because the adjacent two branes will have opposite brane tensions, i. e., one has positive tension, and the other one has negative tension, we will have even number of the branes and the index is 0. Let us assume that we have 2n branes, and their positions are 0 ≤ y 1 < y 2 < ... < y 2n−1 < y 2n < 2πρ, where ρ is the radius of the fifth dimension. The Lagrangian, Einstein equation, and the differential equations of σ(y) are similar to those in subsection 2.1 except we must have even number of branes, 0 ≤ y ≤ 2πρ, and σ(0) = σ(2πρ).
If y 1 = 0, then, the two solutions A and B of σ(y) are
If y 1 = 0, then, the two solutions C and D are:
And one can easily obtain the cosmology constant
For solution A and C, the bane tensions are:
and for solution B and D, the brane tensions are:
The constraint is σ(0) = σ(2πρ). So, we obtain the constraint equations on solutions A, B, C, D, respectively:
The corresponding 4-dimensional Planck scale for solutions A and C is:
where F = A, or C. And the corresponding 4-dimensional Planck scale for solutions B and D is:
where F = A, B, C, D.
In addition, we can consider the models with Z 2 symmetry. The Z 2 symmetry is defined by the transformation of y ↔ 2πρ − y, and we require that the metric and the Lagrangian are invariant under this transformation. With Z 2 symmetry, we must have a brane at position 0, and a brane at position πρ. Therefore, only solution (A) and (B) are possible. So, y 1 = 0, y n+1 = πρ, y i = 2πρ − y 2n+2−i for i = 2, ..., n.
Let us give an explicit model. We discuss four 3-brane model: the branes' positions are: y 1 = 0, y 2 , y 3 , y 4 , respectively, and the values of the brane tensions divided by 6M 3 X are: k, −k, k, −k, respectively. Therefore, we obtain:
and the constraint equation is:
So, one can easily obtain:
Without loss of generality, we assume y 4 − y 2 < πρ. The four-dimensional Planck scale is
If the brane with position y 3 is the observable brane, we can solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Assuming that e −2k(πρ−y 4 +y 2 ) << 1, e −2ky 2 << 1, and M X = k, we obtain: M
GU T = M pl e −k(πρ−y 4 +y 2 ) .
So, we can push the GUT scale in our world to TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range if k(πρ − y 4 + y 2 ) = 34.5 and 30, respectively. And the value of πρk − c determines the relation between M pl and M X .
The models with Z 2 symmetry in the subsection 2.3 can be generalized to the models on the space-time M 4 ×S 1 /Z 2 . For the models with Z 2 symmetry in 2.3, we introduce the equivalence classes: y ∼ 2πρ − y, and i − th brane ∼ (2n + 2 − i) − th brane. Moduling the equivalence classes, we obtain the models on M 4 × S 1 /Z 2 with n + 1 brane. Using our splitting boundary branes method as before, we obtain the tensions of the boundary branes will be half of their original values. So, the index in this kind of the models is zero, too, which is the only constraint. In short, after moduling the equivalence classes, we will have n + 1 branes with positions y 0 = 0 < y 1 < ... < y n−1 < y n = πρ.
The general solution of σ(y) is
where sign(
The corresponding 4-dimensional Planck scale is:
(i)
Here, we will give two simple models.
(I) Although the model with three branes is equivalent to the model with four 3-branes and with Z 2 symmetry in the subsection 2.3. Here, we also discuss it, because of its simplicity and phenomenology interesting. Assuming we have three branes with positions: y 0 = 0, y 1 , y 2 = πρ, respectively, and the values of the brane tensions divided by 6M 3 X are:
k, respectively, we obtain:
Without loss of generality, we assume πρ < 2y 1 . The four-dimensional Planck scale is
If the brane with position y 2 is the observable brane, we can solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Assuming that e −2k(2y 1 −ρ) << 1, and M X = 2k, we obtain:
So, we can push the GUT scale in our world to TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range if k(2y 1 − πρ) = 34.5 and 30, respectively. And the value of ky 1 − c determines the relation between M pl and M X .
(II) Model with four 3-branes: the branes' positions are: y 0 = 0, y 1 , y 2 , y 3 = πρ, respectively, and the values of the brane tensions divided by 6M 3 X are:
k, respectively. Therefore, we obtain:
Without loss of generality, we assume 2y 1 < y 2 . The four-dimensional Planck scale is
If the brane with position y 0 is the observable brane, we can solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Assuming that e −2k(y 2 −2y 1 ) << 1, e −2k(πρ−y 2 ) << 1, and M X = k, we obtain:
So, the GUT scale in our world will be pushed to TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range if k(y 2 −2y 1 ) = 34.5 and 30, respectively. And the value of σ(y 2 ) = ky 1 + c determines the relation between M pl and M X .
If the brane with position y 2 is the observable brane, one can also solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Assuming that M pl = k, e −2k(y 2 −2y 1 ) << 1, and e −2k(πρ−y 2 ) << 1 , one obtains:
with ky 1 + c = 103.5 and 90, one will have the GUT scale in our world at TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range, respectively. The five-dimensional Planck scale is 10 48 GeV and 10
General Models with Sectional Constant Cosmology Constant along the Fifth Dimension
In this section, we consider the general models with sectional constant cosmology constant along the fifth dimension. The models on the space-time
/Z 2 will be discussed in the subsection 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, respectively. In addition, we assume that χ i,i+1 = 0 in the discussions of the explicit models, where χ i,i+1 is defined in the following subsections.
Models on the Space-Time
First, we consider the fifth dimension is R 1 . Assuming we have l + m + 1 parallel 3-branes, and their fifth coordinastes are: −∞ < y −l < y −l+1 < ... < y −1 < y 0 < y 1 < ... < y m−1 < y m < +∞. The 5-dimensional metric in these branes are:
where G AB is the five-dimensional metric, and A, B = µ, y. The classical Lagrangian is given by:
where M X is the 5-dimensional Planck scale, Λ(y) is the cosmology constant, and V i where i = −l, ..., m is the brane tension. The Λ(y) is defined as the following:
where θ(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0 and θ(x) = 0 for x < 0. From advanced calculus, we know that Λ(y) is piece-wise continuous or sectionally continuous, exactly speaking, Λ(y) is sectional constant. The 5-dimensional Einstein equation for the above action is:
Assuming that there exists a solution that respects 4-dimensional Poincare invariance in the x µ -directions, one obtains the 5-dimensional metric:
With this metric, the Einstein equation reduces to:
So, σ ′ is also sectionally continuous or sectional constant. The general solution to the above differential equations is:
where k c and c are constants, and k i = 0 for i = −l, ..., m. The relations between the k i and V i , and the relations between the k i and Λ i are:
Therefore, the cosmology constant is negative except the section(s) between the two branes where the cosmology constant is zero, then, for any point in M 4 × R 1 , which is not belong to any brane and that kinds of sections, there is a neighborhood which is diffeomorphic to ( or a slice of ) AdS 5 space. Similarly, this statement is correct for the models on the space-time
Moreover, the cosmology constant and brane tensions should satisfy above equations. In order to obtain finite 4-dimensional Planck scale, we obtain the constraint:
So, the sum of the brane tensions is positive.
The general bulk metric is:
And the corresponding 4-dimensional Planck scale is:
if χ i,i+1 = 0, then
and if χ i,i+1 = 0, then
By the way, one can easily prove that T i,i+1 is positive, which makes sure that the 4-dimensional Planck scale is positive. In addition, the four-dimensional GUT scale on i-th brane M
(i)
In this paper, we assume that M5
GU T ≡ M X , for i = −l, ..., m. Now, in general, we would like to explain how to solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Using fact that T −∞,−l > 0, T m,+∞ > 0, T i,i+1 > 0 where i = −l, ..., m − 1, and noticing that m j=−l k j > |k c |, we can prove that if σ(y j ) is the minimal value of σ(y i ) for all i, then the j − th brane will have positive brane tension. If e −2(σ(y i )−σ(y j )) << 1 for all i = j, then, we obtain:
where m c is a function of k c and k i for all i. And assuming the observable brane is at y = y io and M X = m c , we obtain:
So, if σ(y io )−σ(y j ) = 34.5 and 30, we will push the four-dimensional GUT scale in our world to the TeV and 10 5 GeV range, respectively. Of course, the 4-dimensional GUT scale on j − th brane is the highest, but, the j − th brane does not need to have larger brane tension. Furthermore, if σ(y j ) > 0, and if the j − th brane is the observable brane, we can also solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Assume that M pl = m c , we obtain:
with σ(y j ) = 103.5 and 90, we can have the GUT scale in our world at TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale, respectively. Obviously, in this case, because of the exponential factor, the five-dimensional Planck scale is very high, 10
48 GeV and 10 44 GeV, respectively. These models can be generalized to the models with Z 2 symmetry. Because of Z 2 symmetry, k c = 0. There are two kinds of such models, one is the odd number of the branes, the other is the even number of the branes. For the first one, one just requires that k −i = k i , y −i = −y i , and m = l. For the second case, one just requires that k −i = k i , y −i = −y i , m = l, and k 0 = 0 (no number 0 brane). Now, we discuss three models: (I) First, we consider the model with only one brane whose position is y 0 and whose value of the brane tension divided by 6M 3 X is k 0 . Therefore, we obtain:
And the constraint is k 0 > |k c |. One can easily obtain:
The four-dimensional Planck scale is
Assuming that M pl =
, we obtain:
with k c y 0 + c = 103.5 and 90, the GUT scale in our world will be pushed to the TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range, respectively. The five-dimensional Planck scale is 10
48
GeV and 10 44 GeV, respectively. By the way, if k c = 0, the constant c is the key factor, which is often thought physical irrelevant. The model with k c = c = 0 was discussed in [3] .
In addition, we can obtain the exact relation between M pl and M
GU T :
In order to solve the gauge hierarchy problem, in general, we might require that M X is very large compare to k 0 and k c , or
The model with two 3-branes: the branes' positions are y 0 , y 1 , respectively, and the values of the brane tensions divided by 6M 3 X are: k 0 , k 1 , respectively. Therefore, we obtain:
The constraint is k 0 + k 1 > |k c |. One can easily obtain:
If k 0 > 0, k 1 > 0, without loss of generality,assuming that σ(y 0 ) < σ(y 1 ) and e −2(σ(y 1 )−σ(y 0 )) << 1, we obtain
If the brane with position y 1 is the observable brane, assuming M X =
So, we can push the GUT scale in our world to TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range if (k 0 − k 1 + k c )(y 1 − y 0 ) = 34.5 and 30, respectively. And the value of σ(y 0 ) determines the relation between M pl and M X . Explicit example:
= 34.5 and 30. From this explicit example, we conclude that k c is also an important factor to solve the gauge hierarchy problem.
If the brane with position y 0 is the observable brane, we can solve the gauge hierarchy problem only when σ(y 0 ) > 0. Assuming that M pl = k 2 0 −(k 1 −kc) 2 k 0 and e −2(σ(y 1 )−σ(y 0 )) << 1, we obtain:
with σ(y 0 ) = 103.5 and 90, we can have the GUT scale in our world at TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale, respectively. The five-dimensional Planck scale is 10 48 GeV and 10
44
GeV, respectively. If k 0 > 0, k 1 < 0, the solution to the gauge hierarchy problem is similar to that in just above paragraph.
(III) Model with three 3-branes: the branes' positions are y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , respectively, and the values of the brane tensions divided by 6M 3 X are: k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , respectively. And the constraint is k 1 + k 2 + k 3 > |k c |. Therefore, we obtain:
If there exist at least two branes which have positive tensions. Without loss of generality, we assume the brane with position y 1 has positive tension, σ(y 1 ) < σ(y 2 ), and σ(y 1 ) < σ(y 3 ). If e −2(σ(y 2 )−σ(y 1 )) << 1 and e −2(σ(y 3 )−σ(y 1 )) << 1, we obtain
If the brane with position y j where j = 2 or 3 is the observable brane, and assuming
So, the GUT scale in our world will be at TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range if σ(y j ) − σ(y 1 ) = 34.5 and 30, respectively. And the value of σ(y 1 ) determines the relation between M pl and M X . For an explicit example, y 1 = −y 3 , y 2 = 0, and
If M X = 3 4 k c and the brane with position y 3 is the observable brane, we obtain
So, one can easily solve the gauge hierarchy problem. If the brane with position y 1 is the observable brane, we can solve the gauge hierarchy problem only if σ(y 1 ) > 0. Assuming that
e −2(σ(y j )−σ(y 1 )) << 1 where j = 2, 3, we obtain:
if σ(y 1 ) = 103.5 and 90, the GUT scale in our world will be about TeV and 10
5
GeV, respectively. The five-dimensional Planck scale is 10 48 GeV and 10 44 GeV, respectively.
If only one brane has positive tension, the discussion of the gauge hierarchy problem is similar to that in just above paragraph.
Models on the Space-Time
Now, we consider the models on the space-time M 4 × R 1 /Z 2 . Similar to the section 2, the models with Z 2 symmetry and odd number of 3-branes in the subsection 3.1 can be generalized to the models in which the fifth dimension is R 1 /Z 2 . One just introduces the equivalence classes: y ∼ −y and i − th brane ∼ (−i) − th brane, and then, modules the equivalence classes. Noticing that the brane tension V 0 is half of its original value, i. e., V 0 = 3k 0 M 3 X , we obtain the sum of the brane tensions is positive, too. And we will have m + 1 brane with positions y 0 = 0 < y 1 < y 2 < ... < y m < +∞.
Assuming that k T = m j=1 k j , we obtain the general solution to σ(y) is:
(i)
Now, we discuss the simple model. The model with two 3-branes is equivalent to the model with three 3-branes and with Z 2 symmetry in the subsection 3.1, so, we donot rediscuss it here. We give a model with three 3-branes: the branes' positions are: y 0 = 0, y 1 , y 2 , respectively, and the values of the brane tensions divided by 6M 3 X are:
The four-dimensional Planck scale is:
If there exist at least two branes which have positive tensions. Without loss of generality, we assume the brane with position y 0 has positive tension, σ(y 0 ) < σ(y 1 ), and σ(y 0 ) < σ(y 2 ). If e −2(σ(y 1 )−σ(y 0 )) << 1 and e −2(σ(y 2 )−σ(y 0 )) << 1, we obtain
If the brane with position y j where j = 1 or 2 is the observable brane, we can solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Assuming M X = 2k 0 , we obtain:
So, we can push the GUT scale in our world to TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range if σ(y j ) − σ(y 0 ) = 34.5 and 30, respectively. And the value of σ(y 0 ) determines the relation between M pl and M X .
If the brane with position y 0 is the observable brane, the gauge hierarchy problem can be solved only if σ(y 0 ) > 0. Assuming that M pl = 2k 0 and e −2(σ(y j )−σ(y 0 )) << 1 where j = 1, 2, we obtain:
44
GeV, respectively. For just one brane with positive brane tension case, the discussion of the gauge hierarchy problem is similar to that in just above paragraph.
Models on the Space-Time
In this subsection, we consider the models on the space-time M 4 × S 1 . Assuming we have l + m + 1 parallel 3-branes, and their fifth coordinastes are: −πρ ≤ y −l < y −l+1 < ... < y −1 < y 0 < y 1 < ... < y m−1 < y m < πρ. The Lagrangian, the Einstein equation and the differential equations of σ(y) are similar to those in subsection 3.1, except we require that |y| ≤ πρ, σ(−πρ) = σ(πρ), and the Λ(y) is defined as the following:
The general solution to the differential equations of σ(y) is:
The relations between the k i and V i , and the relations between the k i and Λ i are:
dy is a piece-wise continuous function or sectionally continuous function for it has finite jumps because of finite branes, and the jump is 2k i when it pass the i − th brane. In fact, dσ(y) dy is sectional constant. In addition, if starting a point not belong to any brane, we wind around the circle one time, the sum of the total jumps for the function dσ(y) dy is 2 m i=−l k i which is equal to zero because dσ(y) dy is sectional constant. Therefore, we obtain the sum of the brane tensions should be zero:
In addition, from σ(−πρ) = σ(πρ), we obtain the constraint:
And the corresponding 4-dimensional Planck scale is: 
where if k c = 0, then
and if k c = 0, then T m,−l = (2πρ + y −l − y m ) e −2σ(y −l ) ,
and if χ i,i+1 = 0, then T i,i+1 = (y i+1 − y i )e −2σ(y i ) ,
As before, one can easily prove that T i,i+1 is positive, which makes sure that the 4-dimensional Planck scale is positive.
So, we can push the GUT scale in our world to TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range if k c (2πρ + y 1 − y 3 ) = 34.5 and 30, respectively. And the value of σ(y 3 ) determines the relation between M pl and M X .
If the brane with position y 3 is the observable brane, we can solve the gauge hierarchy problem only if σ(y 3 ) > 0. Assuming that M pl = (2k 3 −kc)kc k 3 and e −2(σ(y 1 )−σ(y 3 ))
< < 1, we obtain: M
GU T = M pl e 
then, σ(y −2 ) = −2k 2 πρ + c , σ(y 0 ) = −2(k 2 + k 0 )y 1 + c ,
σ(y −1 ) = σ(y 1 ) = −2k 2 y 1 + c .
The four-dimensional Planck scale is 
Without loss of generality, we assume that σ(y −2 ) < σ(y 0 ) or k 2 πρ − (k 2 + k 0 )y 1 > 0. If the brane with position y 0 is the observable brane, the gauge hierarchy problem can be solved. Assuming that e −2(σ(y 0 )−σ(y −2 )) << 1, and M X = 2k 2 , one obtains:
GU T = M pl e −(σ(y 0 )−σ(y −2 )) .
So, one can push the GUT scale in our world to TeV scale and 10 5 GeV scale range if σ(y 0 ) − σ(y −2 ) = 2(k 2 πρ − (k 2 + k 0 )y 1 ) = 34.5 and 30, respectively. And the value of σ(y −2 ) determines the relation between M pl and M X .
The models with Z 2 symmetry in the last subsection 3.3 can be generalized to the models in which the fifth dimension is S 1 /Z 2 . One just requires that k −i = k i , y −i = −y i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, l = m + 1, y −l = −πρ, and k c = −k −l , then, introduces the equivalence classes: y ∼ −y and i − th brane ∼ (−i) − th brane for i = 1, ..., m.
we will not rediscuss it here. We discuss the model with four 3-branes: the branes'
